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About This Game

** Stream Games Only works for TWITCH.tv Streamers **

Stream Games is a set of mini games that Twitch Streamers can play with their viewers' interaction

As a Streamer, you can connect Stream Games to the chat
of your channel and allow your viewers to participate in mini-games to

earn points.

You can enter the commands that the bot of your channel uses to add
points to the viewers, if it use any. That way, your viewers will get

points when winning the games.

Multiplayer and interaction only works through a channel chat from
Twitch (twitch.tv)
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Title: Stream Games
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Brogames, IceMakerZero
Publisher:
Brogames, IceMakerZero
Release Date: 6 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.0 GHZ or Better

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Compatible with DirectX 9

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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Not a bad story, but a few areas seem to have broken choices, or forced out comes. there are also a couple of 'time' skips that
don't really seem to do anything practical from one point of the story to another.

A lot of the choices i made seemed to be ignored by the story. and the ending i got mentioned a lot of things that supposedly
happened

between the last sceen and the two year time skip that brought the summary of the ending..which seemed a little premature
given where it left off.

there are some typos, and grammatical errors. some sentences also seem like they could use tweaking to improve the story.

its not the best CoG game i've played but its okay. but it would be better if they writer fixes the errors,. I really enjoyed this
game. Im a big horror fan, love watching horror movies and playing horror games so i figured id give this a try. Its a totally
different feeling in VR actually being "in" the game its self. This game gives very creepy tones right off the start and gets even
better as you play. The only thing id like to see more of in the game is environment interaction. But overall i would highly
recommend giving The Bellows a try.. Fantastic little puzzle game.
Sneak past guards using a variety of non-lethal approaches.
Paint on the wall, then escape before they catch you.
Simple, fun, educational, Vandals is great.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/ZnvBX8gujZM. Bulldozer digs better then the excavator.. So I like the aspect of this game. You're a Ninja,
well Mini Ninja. Mini ninja because you're a kid. Anyway! Ahem...This game is fun. Yes it does require some good hardware.
It runs....fair on my Windows 10 tablet but I'd rather hold off on playing it for now. You can play with either Keyboard and
mouse or with a Xinput compatible controller. Personally I prefer controller because it's easier to remember what does what
rather than the keyboard method. My main gripe is that there are no achievements. I mean I know the game is old but it was on
Microsoft's Games for Windows which was technically the old version of Xbox on PC. Ok enough with the history lesson. It's a
fun game, the story is minimal, its half open world (the areas you explore are only accessible depending on the level). Would
love to play more but someday.. best mmorpg i have every played still yet to find one like it i love the style of combat compared
to all other mmorpg all in all great game. Disclaimer: Updated with more information based on co-op.

Seemingly infinite spawning enemies coupled together with dumb AI make this Gears of War style game boring and tedious to
play. I've had instances of AI companions trying to heal me by running in front of an enemy turret. Enemies are made to soak up
bullets making for unsatisfying gunplay and have the added bonus of infinite grenade spam. Pouring thirty rounds into an enemy
only to see it jump and incapacitate my character left me unimpressed. In some cases I could fire 200 rounds into an enemy and
not kill it. Possibly, that specific enemy is headshot only.

This game also has weird balance issues and a lot of jankiness to it. Some of it looks genuinely hilarious like vaulting over cover
or the sprinting animation. The balance issues are more frustrating though. The AI has the benefit of having infinite or some
regenerating Ambrosia (the stuff for your powers) while players need to stand next to barrels of the liquid. Those barrels can be
destroyed, deliberately or on accident which is less than ideal and also less fun.
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There was also this one fight with a second plane where you had to stick grenades to it, but the lack of grenade arcs makes the it
frustrating; my friend and I spent a good fifteen minutes just lobbing sticky grenades and sometimes they would make it.

I can't recommend this game for a single player experience. Maybe try the Resident Evils, Just Cause 2, Hitman: Blood Money,
Tomb Raider 2013, Sleeping Dogs, the GTAs, or Saints Row IV for a third-person experience. I suppose you could look into
Spec Ops: The Line, Binary Domain (some rough boss fights), Inversion (no co-op, possibly bad), or even Dizzel (f2p Early
Access multiplayer game) for that more GoW feel.

Otherwise, have friends for Scourge. Do not rely solely on this game's AI. I tried it single player and my team mate's behavior is
a constant crap shoot. I highly recommend bringing in at least one friend if you going to play this game. That way, the AI can go
around using their infinite ammo and powers while you two actually complete goals. Play with a human, please.

Here's a screenshot of my friend walking through water: http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=353134313.
very short game, really funny, have some subliminal messages trough it, could be finished 100% easy peasy. the only thing i
dont like, is the hitbox, really annoying..
hope the dev drop more content later.
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DISCLAIMER: I received a free alpha copy from the developer.

So these are my current impressions of the alpha: I've been playing this since 20/2 and the game has so far very much impressed
me. It's a large increase in scale and quality from Endless Loop Studios' previous titles. The developer is working daily to
address bugs and issues people have, in addition to improvements to the game itself. Me and others have noted issues in the
discussions which would be fixed the next day. The game has noticably improved from V0.01. The gameplay is also great,
combining a game of world domination with a great battle system that encourages the balance of killing enemies and saving your
own. The player is given the tools to deal with situations through the super moves, ranging from healing, to a shield that deflects
arrows, to the Super Slash, which can kill 50+ enemies if used at the right time. However, you're not invincible, so dashing is a
useful mechanic for avoiding attacks, since you can be killed in a few hits. On the technical side, I have experienced no crashes
and although the game's performance can suffer when hundreds of units are in a battle, the developer has stated that
performance optimisation will be addressed in the future. Therefore, if you want to support a hardworking developer and get a
cool game for a low price, your £2 would be well spent on Hyper Knights.

If you want to see some gameplay, I currently have two videos you can watch to determine if the game is for you, but I will post
my most recent one as of making this review, as it is more representative of the game's current state:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C6lfcFsXM78&feature=youtu.be. Interesting concept but this game has a long way to go.
There is potential here.

There is this sort of white-wash high gamma haze to the pixel graphics that makes it a tough game to look at. Not sure what the
goal here was.

There is one terrible aspect in that you have to play a mini-game when you make a decision.

For example you may get a prompt like this: "The ship is overheating do you: A) Turn everything off (easy) or B) Vent the heat
into the airlock (hard)". Once you make your choice you have to win the mini-game which involves moving a cursor through a
maze with invisible mines to get to the exit otherwise you fail in your choice. It's an extremely odd mechanic that doesn't make
much sense and the mini-game itself frankly sucks. If it's going to be a big part of the game, this part needs to be done much
better.

Can't recommend at this point.. Pros:
+Atmosphere
+Music
+Challanges
+Tactics
+If you happen to at least a little bit to speak German, French and Russian, then occasional comical phrases thrown by random
soldiers.
+Ability to speed up and slow down the game, as well as a puse mode, during which you can still give orders.

Cons:
-Not the most historically accurate game
-The easiest difficulty in this game feels like an extreme hardcore level in any other average RTS
-\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing bridges!!! Just try getting a large group of infantry over a bridge in one try, without at least one
squad trying to go around all of the freaking map.

In overall, this game is one of lifetime classics. I totally recommend it.. It's intresting but very short and free.. This game is
really hard. You have to be really stealthy in order to make it alive. I tried a couple of times, but I've yet to beat the first level.

The game isn't terrible, it's just very difficult.

If you want the challenge, buy it on sale, but I don't really recommend this game. I don't know what else it offers, so that's about
all it has to it.. As someone with a POS PC (Intel Celeron E1200 CPU and an Intel G31/33 GPU) this game is amazing, with a
huge amount of ways the game can go, the only guarantees being the black death and the collapse of the HRE early in the game
(unless you are playing as them), the game offers endless possibilites, with a cluncky interface and an unrealitic reputation
system being it's two main downsides. It does take a few hours to understand and get into, but once you are, you can play for
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hours on end. Highly recomended for those who cannot play the more recent paradox titles.. It's the new Glitterhelm.

TECH UPDATE #1 IS LIVE!:
Today we have brought you the first Early Access update!

As listed in our roadmap published shortly after the Early Access release, Tech Update #1 brings some new features and
gameplay changes, including those based on your feedback. We want to strengthen the fundaments of our game before adding
more content early next year.

Some changes have been implemented, some not, some are still being discussed - you can find out why below and as always, let
us know how do you find how the game has changed and... keep being awesome! \m/

PS Don't forget about our livestream starting at 10AM PST!

 Some changes are based on your feedback and some just follow the design decisions so we:

Added option to map buttons
Added option to turn on direction double tap to Dash
Added option to toggle crosshair (may help if you are feeling dizzy sometimes)
Fixed camera movement during attacks and walking (should feel more weighty now)
Fixed AI a bit (Shielded zombies actually use shields now)
Added a lot more player HP, so you can face this improved AI with no frustration
Changed enviro a bit, to keep the game tempo
Changed enemies’ placement for the same reason
Added a hitstop effect to each connecting attack, feedback on hit is now cooler
Rebalanced all weapon categories, changes in range and knockback power
Reduced parry window, you guys were too good at it
Highlighted traces of enemy ranged attacks
Nerfed Kick: bigger recovery, less pushback. But now deals a bit of damage! :D
Fixed sound options
Improved optimization (you should see the difference with more stable framerate)
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Left some enemy items in-game after you slay them
Changed Sprinting logic. It’s now a separate action, you don’t need to hold it down anymore (works like in modern FPS
titles). Let us know your thoughts on this since we are considering another change here

 The main focus at the moment:

Dungeon - Boss Fight
Dungeon - Hell section
Story introduction
Treasures are being reworked, but we are not sure when will we introduce them in the new approach. Also, we are
testing some power-ups ideas
The City is growing

 What didn’t we do and why:

Flying limbs and corpse interaction - for now, it’s overkill for game optimization. Even if it works somehow, we will not
include it anytime soon due to game performance
Player ranged attacks - still no ranged combat for you but… we have an idea that we want to discuss with you sometime
soon, on discord maybe
Stealth and glory kills - even if we would love to make it true, we can’t. Time cost could kill the process of finishing the
game and possibly the core game design also. Too risky.
Enemies reanimation. Some of you don’t like it and want it to go away but it has its reason and purpose. There is a
connection between your respawn and theirs... More on this in January! :)

. FEEDBACK AND HOTFIX NOTES:
We are extremely happy about how you like our latest update! Keep being awesome and hit us with all the feedback you have.
We. Are. ready.

Also, we've just released a hotfix with a few changes:
- improved mouse sensitivity (based on your feedback),
- fixed loading material upon changing the texture quality setting,
- fixed loading screen fade out.. EARLY ACCESS ROADMAP:
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GREETINGS, WARRIORS!

A week after the launch of Early Access we would like to present you our roadmap with updates we are planning. Your
feedback is very important for us and it is already proving to be fruitful, for which we want to thank you.

There will be two types of updates: Tech Updates, with changes to performance and general user experience, as well as Content
Updates with new areas, weapons, etc. The roadmap contains only the key points for each update but there will be more coming,
including achievements, weapon balance, gameplay elements and so on - we will be sharing with you more details in advance, so
please stay tuned for future posts!

ELDERBORN EARLY ACCESS ROADMAP

Tech Update #1 - November 2018

Improvements to optimization

Key bindings

Enemy AI improvement

Content Update #1 - January 2019

First boss fight (Janus)

Intro (the first version for lore introduction, will be improved later)

Two additional locations

At least 1 new weapon

Tech Update #2 - February 2019

Blood decals

Gore setting (no blood, particles or particles + decals)

Full controller support

Content Update #2 - March 2019

City level

At least 1 new weapon

At least 6 new types of enemies

Content Update #3 - April 2019
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Second boss fight (TBA)

Temple level

At least 3 new types of enemies

At least 1 new weapon

Final Release - May/June 2019

Final fixes and upgrades

ELDERBORN in its full heavy metal glory \m/

. PATCH RELEASE AND LIVE STREAM:
Our first patch goes live tomorrow at 7AM PST! To celebrate this our Community Manager, Jakub, will be streaming the game
on Steam at 10AM PST.

Join and let your friends know so that they get a chance to win some game codes during a giveaway.

. PAX PAX BABY!:
Hi! Hyperstrange here. For the last couple of months we’ve been busy making ELDERBORN into the best barbaric heavy meal
fighting fantasy game ever. Now, we’re ready to unleash it upon the unexpecting visitors at PAX Seattle!

If you’re at PAX, make sure to drop by booth 6608 on level 6. You’ll get to experience all the skill-based melee mayhem first-
hand, and we’ll give you two PAX-exclusive ELDERBORN demo steam keys. One for you, and one for some other barbaric
soul, to play at home.

PAX is also the best moment to show off the new gameplay teaser. You can find it embedded on the Steam product page
(enjoy!). As you already might suspect, we’ve progressed a lot and we’re getting close to some MAJOR announcements.
Remember to follow this page to keep in touch and maybe our social media profiles as well at FACEBOOK
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[www.facebook.com] TWITTER. This would mean a lot to us if you did!

So, see you guys at PAX, booth 6608 on level 6, or if you can’t be there - stick around for more updates SOOOOON.
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